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Just the other day, my mom sent me a text that included a picture of a small girl

wearing a long bright blue lacy dress and a purple tie dyed scarf around her head. The

girl’s reddish hair was ruffled and sticking out in many directions but still framed her pale

complexion and sneaky smile. Her arms were flailed out in a “tah-dah” type of fashion

expanding to the edges of the picture. A white rag rug with red accents was on the

hardwood floor behind her and her toes, that looked rather large for her estimated age

of seven or eight years old, were just touching the fringe of the blue area rug in front of

her. From the decor and art in the background of the picture I knew this little girl’s only

grandpa she would know had just died about a year ago. I also knew, of course, that

this little girl was me.

My grandfather died of brain cancer on Feb 7, 1999. Two days after his 65th

birthday. When looking at the picture I knew it was taken after his death because the

photo took place in the house they moved into right before he died. I know where my

mom found the photo as well. My parents have a large antique hutch with a mirrored

back panel that is stuffed to capacity with old documents, sketchbooks, and piles on

piles of old photos. As a kid I used to get the bug and decide to pull all the photos out

and lay them on the floor. While aweing over baby pictures or gasping at my grandma’s

original hair color or looking at how slim and original my parents looked standing outside

of their tipi they lived in for a few years in Northern Minnesota, I was also chasing any

ideas of history or personality I could find concerning my mother's side of the family. I



had only met one of her recluse siblings out of…. I honestly don't know how many. I also

had been told horror stories of her abusive step mom of whom I was told I would never

be allowed to meet, and the early death of her dad, my other grandpa, I never knew. My

mom would show me works of art she had saved since college that reflected her

confusion and anger at her family and tell me stories about the murals she would paint

on her bedroom walls to try to keep her step mom out of her room while she hid from

her. As I aged and made it through middle and highschool, these old pictures, works of

art and stories would begin to make me sad because I recognized the tragedy of time,

loss and inherited trauma. Today I still feel a great intimacy towards photos and art from

my and strangers’ pasts.

In making the decision to start school again to study archives, I thought my intent

was to work with the community or in a big museum behind the scenes in their

basement, but as I go further into the courses this semester I am coming to terms with

my real reasoning of these studies. It has a lot to do with my love for family and for

utilizing my privilege of having such an artistic family, filled with art supplies and

swingset memories. Along with taking plenty of photos, my parents are both self

employed artists. So another way I tracked my family history was through different

phases of their artistic expression. I would mark major events in my childhood through

what they would be working on. Age was symbolised by which sculpture was sitting in

the background of photos or which state we were installing a piece in for a client.

Getting glimpses of each client’s family and passion for art was so interesting as

a kid due to the ultimate uniqueness of each project and home. This included the stories

of inspiration that initiated the art being ordered as well. My parents made many urns,



memorials and gifts for the deaths, marriages and births of these clients besides other

art. My ultimate goal is still to find myself working in an archival system of a fine art

museum but now on a smaller scale of working with individual family or historical

collections.

As an artist myself I preserve my culture and emotions in paint so being a part of

the action to make fine art accessible to the public is similar to my passion in helping

others have access to their visual history and the emotional response initiated by what

they discover. Since I am so in awe of even my own visual and documented memories, I

want to enable others to find and build their definition and inspiration from their own.

Working in the visual arts is a very fast paced environment, but I would imagine

the archives move slowly since there is so much to process. Narrowing it down to family

collections and history through art is something I am so interested in.  Whether in

bringing collections back to their original family or helping a collector release their

accumulation to the public the subject is sensitive and has many issues concerning the

rights to the materials. Private collections hold high levels of value yet are usually only

seen by the artist or the collector. When a family wants to release that collection I would

want to be a part of  the process of documenting and presenting the works to a new

location while honoring the value of the holdings. Similarly finding lost artworks that

were stolen or sold in the past and getting them back to the original creator or contractor

can cause uprise and turf wars.

The discovery, translation and documentation of family archives related to art

inspires me. It brings a more dynamic atmosphere to the culture, values and trauma that

a family line carries. Lookin through historical events, the art that was being made is an



honest voice of the accounts present or being affected. With my obsession for

memories and passion for art and history, I hope to one day handle the artistic

recollections made by families and their history to bring them to the home they belong to

whether in the public eye or in a living room as the background of a candid photo.


